Abstract-This paper introduces a more complete and complex dynamics simulation tool for an exoskeletal human upper limb assistant system. This heterogeneous simulation model couples the articulated dynamics of a 6 degree-of-freedom (DoF) wearable exoskeleton with an upper-limb human neuromechanics model of 12 skeletal and 42 muscular DoFs with corresponding controls. Furthermore, the process forces of toolmediated manipulation tasks can be fed into the overall system. This simulation tool can be used for various purposes such as 1) design and evaluation of human-centered exoskeleton controllers 2) evaluating human motor control hypotheses during exoskeleton use and 3) investigating various properties and the performance on exoskeleton systems and manipulation tasks. This framework is used exemplary in designing and implementing a human kinematic latent-space controller for a power drilling manipulation task under exoskeletal assistance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the development of smart assistance systems for human upper limbs, this typically being exoskeleton-type devices, it seems obvious that one needs to at least partially incorporate the human musculoskeletal system and control principles into the overall design process. For example, coordinating the exoskeletal assistance system with the natural movement behavior of humans can be decisive for the success of such systems.
In order to design, test and build upper-limb exoskeletal assistance systems, a complete dynamics simulation of the overall system is required that consists of
• a human upper-limb musculoskeletal dynamics model combined with an appropriate motor control law hypothesis in a closed loop, • an accurate exoskeleton dynamics and control model together with its coupling to the human user, and • a manipulation task in which the human-exoskeleton system physically interacts with the environment. Due to the complex dynamical behavior within each of the aforementioned subsystems and their interactions, a plausible and consistent dynamics simulation is a challenging task. Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of the involved components. Generally, the coupling between the human upper-limb musculoskeletal dynamics and an exoskeleton can be described by a corresponding coupling dynamics. Both subsystems are controlled via a suitable motor control law. The interaction with the environment can be described by a manipulation process acting at the endeffector of the exoskeletal system. 
A. State of the Art
Robotics studies have addressed exoskeletons as assistance devices e.g. in the field of rehabilitation [1] , [2] . Diverse exoskeleton control algorithms for helping their human users in loaded tasks concerning the upper [3] and lower limbs [4] , [5] exist.
Studies in the field of human neuromechanics focused on modeling the musculoskeletal plant dynamics including several motor control hypotheses [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . Those studies cover diverse body parts, e.g. legs [6] , [7] , neck [8] , and upper limb [9] together with intransitive and toolmediated tasks.
The simplicity and effectiveness by which the central nervous system controls upper limbs invoke a principle of dimensionality reduction [10] . A powerful framework to account for this seem to be the concept of sensorimotor synergies [11] , [12] . The essential underlying idea of the synergy framework is to represent control variables in a lower dimensional space, denoted the latent space in this paper, through which all degrees of freedom (DoFs) are simultaneously manipulated via suitable coupling behaviors [13] . Such latent spaces need to be identified on muscular [9] and kinematic level [11] .
The state of the art (SotA) works usually treat the exoskeleton and the human models separately [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] . The few existing heterogeneous models often oversimplify the human that is typically represented as a passive component that e. g. smoothly follows the exoskeleton movements [14] , [15] . A significantly more human-centric dynamics simulation is an important missing link. Tab. I summarizes some of the most relevant works of the SotA and highlights the contribution of this paper, which is also explained in more detail below.
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B. Contribution
In this paper we introduce a simulation tool that combines wearable exoskeletal assistance systems with articulated human upper-limb musculoskeletal dynamics during tool use. It can be used for a wide range of system investigations and controller designs, such as
• design and evaluation of human-centered exoskeleton controllers, e.g., by considering human and exoskeleton posture, tracking error, muscle activation/effort or interaction forces, • evaluation of human motor control hypotheses, and • design and performance analysis of exoskeleton systems during tool-mediated manipulation tasks. The core contributions are
• a dynamics simulation of human upper-limb, exoskeleton and their coupling via a virtual 6 DoF spring, • kinematic synergy identification for a simple power drilling task, • development of a human latent-space controller based on the identified synergies, and • kinematic and muscular analysis of the latent-space controlled system. Specifically, we discuss the 6 DoF exoskeleton system 3rd arm. It is designed to support craftsmen by compensating the weight of power tools, thus relieving the human musculoskeletal system from high payloads. The human upperlimb neuromechanics model consists of 12 skeletal and 42 muscular DoFs. Based on the identification of kinematic synergies for an exemplary power drilling manipulation task, we introduce and analyze a novel human latent-space control law in which latent-space trajectories can be specified.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows (see also Fig. 1 ). Section II introduces the general dynamics model of an upper-limb exoskeleton and the concrete model of the 3rd arm, including its gravity compensation controller. Section III provides the human shoulder-arm neuromechanics dynamics model. Furthermore, the synergy identification approach and the human latent-space control law are explained. The coupling between the human and exoskeleton during a simple drilling process model are outlined in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V we discuss quantitative results for two cycles of a human-driven power drilling manipulation task. Section VI concludes the work.
II. EXOSKELETON SIMULATION MODEL

A. Rigid-body dynamics
The behavior of an n DoF upper-limb exoskeleton system interacting with a human craftsman and a tool-mediated manipulation process acting at the endeffector can be described as
where M E ∈ R n×n , c E ∈ R n and g E ∈ R n are the inertia matrix, Coriolis/centrifugal and gravitational terms, respectively. The term h E ∈ R n contains other nonlinear effects such as elastic joint limits [16] or additional mechanical spring elements and τ m ∈ R n contains the motor torques. The external wrench F Ec ∈ R 6 caused by the human user acts at the coupling location E c and is included via the corresponding Jacobian J Ec ∈ R 6×n . The external wrench F Ee ∈ R 6 caused by a certain manipulation process acts at the endeffector and is projected into the joint space via the Jacobian J Ee ∈ R 6×n . Since the endeffector E e and the coupling E c are assumed to be on the same rigid body, their Jacobians J Ee and J Ec describe the relation between joint velocities and the velocities of the respective points and are connected via a transformation that is constant in the frame of this body. Note that the joint position vector q E ∈ R n denotes the system's minimal coordinates after eliminating the kinematic constraints that may occur due to closed kinematic loops and gear rolling motions.
B. The 3rd Arm
In this paper, the existing exoskeleton model from the BMBF-funded project 3rd Arm 1 is used. This system aims to support a healthy human craftsman by holding the weight of a power tool, e.g. a drilling machine, see Fig. 2 . The main structure is composed of three shoulder joints q E,1−3 , two elbow joints q E,4−5 following the anatomy of the human elbow, and one forearm rotation joint q E,6 , i.e., n = 6 DoFs. The joints q E,2,3,4,5 are equipped with motors, whereas q E,1,6 are passive joints back-driven by the human user. An additional kinematic parallel mechanism is able to couple the shoulder joint q E,3 (responsible for flexion/extension) with the elbow joints q E,4,5 . This parallel mechanism allows to actuate these joints with the same motor, and leads to synergy-like motions during flexions/extensions of the human arm. This would reduce the total DoF by one. However, in this paper this kinematic coupling has no effect on the demonstrated power drilling task, thus n = 6 holds. Furthermore, a built-in spring supports to compensate gravity. A power drill is mounted at the endeffector.
An "X"-shaped backrest frame is used to take up and transfer the load into the back and hip. The problem of asymmetric loading, caused by the dead weight, is to be partially eliminated by positioning the battery and electronics on the other side of the exoskeleton so that the moment loading is balanced. However, this problem was not completely solved in the project and is thus not analyzed in this paper. 2 The dynamics of the 3rd Arm becomes
where τ s ∈ R 6 is generated by the built-in spring for gravity compensation, and h E = h E − τ s .
C. Exoskeleton Control
In this paper, the exoskeleton controller mimics a passive gravity compensation for simplicity's sake. It compensates the estimation of the terms g E (q E ) and τ s (q E ) in (2) by
where S = diag([0 1 1 1 1 0] T ) selects the actuated joints marked in Fig. 2 , taking into account the under-actuation of the system. The accentˆ indicates the esitmation of the corresponding term. Usingτ s (q E ) is necessary to avoid an over-compensation of gravity compensation by the controller and the spring.
III. HUMAN UPPER-LIMB SIMULATION MODEL
A. Upper-limb musculoskeletal dynamics
The j-skeletal DoF upper-limb musculoskeletal dynamics model interacting with an exoskeleton is essentially a multibody dynamics driven by its nonlinear k DoF muscular actuators can be described as
where q H ,q H ,q H ∈ R j denote the joint-space position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively, M H ∈ R j×j is the positive-definite, symmetric joint-space inertia matrix, c H ∈ R j the joint-space Coriolis and centrifugal force, g H ∈ R j the joint-space gravity, and h H ∈ R j includes other nonlinear forces. The Jacobian J Hc ∈ R 6×j to the coupling point H c incorporates the external wrench F Hc ∈ R 6 , caused by the exoskeleton and its interaction with the manipulation process. The stacked muscle-space force vector F M ∈ R k 0 is exerted by musculotendinous units which are modeled by Hill-type muscles f (·) in relation with muscle activation u ∈ R k ∩ [0, 1], musculotendon length and its change rate l M ,l M ∈ R k [17] . The muscle-skeletal Jacobian matrix J M ∈ R k×j is defined as
where the negative sign originates from the nature opposition between F M and l M , i.e., muscle contraction (positive force) tends to shorten the muscle length (negative length change). The human motor control generates an appropriate muscle activation u based on a suitable motor control law. In this work, an upper-limb musculoskeletal model composed of j = 12 skeletal DoFs and k = 42 muscles/subregions was developed. The skeletal DoFs are associated to the anatomical joints sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular, glenohumeral, humeroulnar, radioulnar, and radiocarpal. The scapulothoracic sliding plane is considered in h H , see (4) . Fig. 3 shows the current visualization rendered in Unity (Unity Technologies SF, USA). The verification and more details of this upper-limb musculoskeletal system will be presented in a consecutive publication focusing on human upper-limb neuromechanics and control. For the present work, the model serves solely as plant dynamics for the human motor controller hypothesis outlined in the next paragraphs.
B. Kinematic synergy identification approach
In order to reduce the control variables for the latent-space controller, the synergy of the desired motion needs to be identified expressing the high-dimensional movement in less coordinates.
Starting from a demonstrated joint-space trajectory q H,demo (t) ∈ R j ∀t, a corresponding kinematic synergy can be identified using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [18] by
where W ∈ R j×s is the transformation matrix between the joint and latent-space,q H,demo = const. is the estimated average of q H,demo along time, q L ∈ R s the latent-space variable, s the latent-space dimensionality, and I s ∈ R s×s an identity matrix. W is calculated by applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on a data matrix representing the trajectory q H,demo (t) ∀t, see [13] . For the interested readers, we recently submitted a paper that looks into more details in identifying synergy effects, taking into account a wider range of manipulation tasks [19] .
C. Kinematic latent-space control hypothesis
The proposed human latent-space controller is composed of 1) a latent-space controller, 2) an operation-point controller, and 3) a muscle-force controller, cf. Fig. 4 . While the first two controllers can be interpreted as impedance controllers, the third one generates the appropriate muscle activation based on the control difference of muscle-space forces. This muscle activation is then fed to the plant musculoskeletal system.
The latent-space controller minimizes the tracking error in the kinematic latent-space and is defined as
where K L , D L ∈ R 42×42 denote the impedance matrices, and q L,d the desired latent-space variable.
The operation-point controller ensures that the system behaves in the neighborhood of the operation pointq H,demo and is defined as
where
42×42 denote the impedance matrices, and N W T an orthonormal basis for the null space of W T . With the desired muscle-space force
the muscle-force controller outputs the muscle activation
Herein T ∈ R 42×42 denotes the integral time constant, and Ψ (q H ,q H ) ∈ R 42×42 the diagonal matrix for muscle forceactivation linearization, i.e.,
The musulotendious parameters, such as maximum isometric force or muscle optimum length, in function f (·) are taken from [20] . A publication fully elaborating this proposed latent-space controller is currently in preparation.
D. Joint-space control
For comparison with the proposed latent-space control defined by (7), (8) and (9), we also analyze high-dimensional joint-space impedance control
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IV. HETEROGENEOUS COUPLED SIMULATION
In order to achieve the heterogenous simulation, the dynamics models of the human upper-limb neuromechanics and the exoskeleton have to be coupled meaningfully, see Fig. 5 .
For sake of simplicity, the subsystems are assumed to have a fixed base, meaning the human thorax and the exoskeleton shoulder bases are fixed in space and are not able to move. However, the 3rd Arm is designed to be wearable, thus a floating base extension will be part of the next steps in future.
A. Coupling between exoskeleton and human
On the exoskeleton side, the coupling is assumed to happen at the handle where also the power drill is attached, see E c in Fig. 2 . On the human side, the coupling point is located at the human hand, see H c in Fig. 3 . It is modeled as a 6-dimensional virtual spring, which is implemented according to the Cartesian controller in [21] . Physically, this 6-dimensional virtual spring is equivalent to three rotatory 1 DoF springs mounted in a gimbal structure connecting the hand and the handle together with three translational 1 DoF springs. The wrenches acting at point E c and H c expressed in local spring frame are defined as
The back-driving force f Hc ∈ R 3 results in
where k t ∈ R 3 is the translational stiffness of the spring and r ∈ R 3 the position difference between H c and E c . The back-driving moment m Hc ∈ R 3 is
where ϕ ∈ R 3 is the orientation difference in Euler angle representation, J ω ∈ R 3×3 is the Jacobian between Euler angle velocities and angular velocities and k r ∈ R 3 denotes the three rotational stiffness values, see [21] .
This approach decouples the subsystems human and exoskeleton via the spring. The modeling of the spring is shown for various stiffnesses in Fig. 6 during a Cartesian movement in the y-direction (see Fig. 3 ). Obviously, the higher the stiffness is chosen the less the difference between H c and E c . Additionally, a damper parallel to the spring is implemented to reduce vibrations in the simulation.
B. Alternative coupling approaches
Other possibilities to couple the subsystems would be to formulate implicit kinematic constraints resulting from the kinematic chain of both subsystems. In this case, one could calculate the constraint forces via Lagrange multipliers and the coordinate partitioning approach [22] or via Gauss's principle of least constraints via Udwadia-Kalaba equation [23] . However, these methods are more complex, require more effort and computational costs. Furthermore, the proposed coupling spring approach exhibits a reasonable pose difference during operation, see Fig. 6 .
C. Process Model
In this paper, the power drilling process is modeled as a time-varying process wrench F p (t) ∈ R 6 , composed of the Cartesian forces and moments, acting at the endeffector of the exoskeleton, i.e., F Ee = F p in (2).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the overall evaluation scenario, a human craftsman is equipped with an exoskeleton drilling a hole into a wall using a power drilling machine, see Fig. 7 . The human is controlled in latent space executing the drilling movement. The exoskeleton compensates for gravity effects of the power tool. Furthermore, a time-varying process force F P is applied when contacting the wall. In this paper, we show two exemplary main investigations. 1) We evaluate the human latent-space control hypothesis by comparing its tracking behavior with a joint-space impedance controller. Here, we expect the same tracking accuracy by considering less dimensions. 2) We analyze human muscle effort ξ (see (17) ) during an occurring external wrench F P = 0 compared to a contactless movement F P = 0. In the latter case, we expect less muscle effort. Furthermore, we analyze the overall effect by comparing the scenarios with and without exoskeleton assistance. 
A. Kinematic synergy identification
Based on a given 12 DoF human joint-space drilling trajectory q H,demo 3 , a two-dimensional latent-space trajectory q L is identified using the approach explained in Sec. III. Fig.  8 shows the results of PCA, leading to s = 2, cf. (6) . In the following, the identified latent control variable q L is now used as the input for the human latent-space controller.
B. Latent-space vs. joint-space control
The human latent-space controller parameters in (7), (8) and (10) are determined empirically to achieve satisfying tracking behavior in simulation:
kNs/m I 42 and T −1 = 100 s −1 I 42 . The process wrench is set to
where t 1 is the time of wall contact and t 2 is the time of reaching the maximum drilling depth. Fig. 9 shows the latent-space tracking of q L together with the applied process wrench F p (see 16) . Clearly, one can see that the latent tracking works well. Now, we compare this controller with the highdimensional joint-space controller in (12) using the same controller parameters, i.e.,
This means, instead of tracking only two dimensions as within the latent-space, this controller tracks all 12 joints of q H,demo , resulting in q H,J . Fig . 11 shows the 12 joint-space positions of the origninally demonstrated movement q H,demo , the result of the joint-space controller q H,J , and the result of the latentspace controller q H,L . As expected, the joint position error is almost the same for both controllers. However, the latentspace controller needs much less dimensions by nearly the same tracking behavior.
C. Muscle effort analysis
Using the presented simulation tool one is able to investigate human muscle activities/efforts as well. As a simple example, we compare the drilling trajectory with the applied process wrench given in (16) with the same trajectory only setting the process wrench constantly to
As a possible evaluation metric we define muscle effort ξ ∈ R 42 by
where t end denotes the end time instant of the two cyclic drilling task. As one expects, Fig. 10 shows that the muscle efforts are less in case the wall does not exert any counterforce for the majority of the 42 muscles. Furthermore, without exoskeletal assistance much higher ξ is required.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a more complete and complex dynamics simulation tool for an upper-limb humanexoskeleton heterogeneous system performing a power drilling task. With this tool, it is possible to design and evaluate diverse human motor control hypotheses in various manipulation tasks. Besides, one can design and evaluate different human-centered exoskeleton controllers in terms of human's and exoskeleton's posture, tracking error, muscle activation/effort, and interaction wrenches. Exemplarily, we implemented and evaluated a human motor latent-space control hypothesis, which provides a similar tracking behavior as a high-dimensional joint-space controller. Furthermore, we analyzed human muscle effort 1) by comparing the scenarios with and without exoskeletal assistance and 2) for an occurring external wrench compared to a contactless movement. Building on this tool, the future work will address 1) the extension to a floating base controlled exoskeleton, 2) the extension of the human musculoskeletal model with more muscles and further limbs, 3) the enhancement and validation of the human motor control algorithm including stability analysis, 4) task-specific and human-centered exoskeleton control that helps execute tasks, and 5) the implementation of a more realistic process model.
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